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General comments

In this paper, theoretical considerations as well as an energy balance model are employed to assess the surface energy balance sensitivity to variations in meteorological...
variables. The methods are applied at an automatic weather station (AWS) site on a mid-latitude glacier in the Canadian Rocky Mountains. In addition to the in situ AWS observations over the period 2002–2012, meteorological data from a reanalysis product (1979–2014) are used to force the model. Only the main melt season (June-August or May-September) is considered. The paper reads well and is written in good English. However, the methods used are not always described in enough detail, in particular regarding the energy balance model. Some model elements are not introduced at all, others are mentioned at a too late point in the manuscript. See the specific comments below for an overview.

Our apologies for the poor presentation of methods. We have completely rewritten this and moved it up front, to Section 2. It has added some length to the manuscript, but we hope that our approach and assumptions are now clear.

Apart from model parts not being described, I do not think the model and approach used are suitable for the sensitivity analysis performed in this paper. The surface energy balance contains important feedback mechanisms, which are pointed out by the authors at places in the manuscript. Although they account for albedo changes associated with increased surface melt, they do not seem to include the opposite effect of summer snowfalls on the albedo. More importantly, they do not calculate surface temperature internally in the model, while this variable is easily affected by changing atmospheric conditions. In its turn, it changes the outgoing longwave radiation and the turbulent fluxes. The authors do mention that surface temperature is generally at the melting point in the summer months, but not in the early and late melt season. Still, most of their results are presented for the entire melt season.

These are good points and we have a mixed response. We do (and did) have a parameterization of summer snow events (see Marshall, 2014), but we failed to explain it properly here. Summer snowfall is treated as a stochastic variable with a specified number of precipitation distributed over the summer. The amount of each summer snowfall is also random, between 1 and 10 mm w.e, and we use a temperature-dependent frac-
tionation between rain and snow. This is now explained in Section 2. However, we did not have a subsurface/surface temperature model in the original submission. We have now added this to the model, and outgoing longwave radiation and the turbulent fluxes are calculated from the temperature in the upper (10-cm) surface layer. The subsurface model is run year-round at 10-minute to 1-hour time steps, solving temperature and with a simple treatment of meltwater drainage and refreezing in the upper 10 m. This is also described in Section 2.

The same applies to the theoretical derivations of the energy flux sensitivity, they also do not take changes in surface temperature into account. However, here the main results are presented for the months June-August only. This theoretical approach does present a simple method to estimate changes in the surface energy balance resulting from variability in the meteorological conditions. The results compare well to the model results, but not for all variables, suggesting some feedbacks are overlooked in the energy balance model. Whether this is a general method that can be transferred to other glaciers can only be established by similar applications on other glaciers with energy balance observations.

Here in the theoretical model it is not possible to account for changes in albedo or surface temperature through diurnal or seasonal cycles; it is meant to be a simple tool to provide a rough estimate of average summer energy balance sensitivities. We do restrict ourselves to JJA because of this important point about the assumption that the surface is at the melting point, which holds well in these months. We agree on the need to apply this approach to other glaciers and meteorological conditions to see if it is a useful way to assess glacier energy balance sensitivity. We do not add this to the current manuscript, but emphasize in the conclusions that is needed and potentially useful. If it does prove useful, we see that this framework as we lay it out, or variants on this, would be one of the main contributions of our paper.

Another major shortcoming of the energy balance model used is that incoming long-wave radiation is taken from the measurements in the sensitivity analysis and not recal-
culated. As incoming longwave radiation is affected by both changes in air temperature and humidity (and cloudiness, here parameterized through relative humidity changes), the sensitivities are severely underestimated. Agreed, we now use parameterized long-wave radiation as the default in the model, and we only use measured LW fluxes when we wish to control for this for comparison.

This is also revealed from the comparison with results from the theoretical approach. The model simulations with reanalysis input serve as an application of the 'perturbation' method presented. After reading the paper, I am still not sure what this method exactly is, but it is not as novel as the authors present it to be. I think the authors mean that the energy balance model is run with anomalies imposed on the 2002–2012 in situ conditions. But in fact, they are just forcing the model with a different set of (bias-corrected) meteorological data. As the connection of this exercise to the sensitivity analysis presented before is rather weak, I doubt whether this is a valuable addition to the paper.

In revising the manuscript and rethinking this part of the work, we broadly agree with this criticism. Indeed, the reviewer understands exactly what we are doing, and it is really just forcing the model with bias-corrected meteorological data from NARR, a regional reanalysis. This is not new, although relatively few mountain glacier studies forced by climate model output use the full surface energy balance rather than PDD methods. But to the reviewer’s point, we drifted off into historical energy and mass balance reconstructions, when this is not at all the point of the manuscript. We have rewritten and removed much of the NARR analysis, but keep some of this as a way to explore energy balance sensitivity to meteorological variations over a longer period, 36 years, vs. the 11-year observational record. More importantly, NARR meteorological variations are in combination (vs. one at a time), with a realistic level of interannual variability (vs. idealized sensitivity tests) and implicitly including meteorologically-consistent covariance of variables.

Thank you for these high-level comments: quite insightful and the manuscript is much
improved through consideration of these criticisms.

Specific comments

72-76: These lines give the impression that it is not very common to perform sensitivity studies of the surface energy balance on glaciers. The sensitivity to changes in temperature and precipitation is however assessed in numerous studies, therefore I suggest to change the word 'Several' to something more appropriate. Sensitivities to other variables are indeed less often investigated, but there are more examples than the one given here (e.g. Oerlemans (1991) and Gerbaux et al. (2005)).

This is a fair comment, we did not do justice to the literature on this. Our approach is a bit different, but this idea has been explored much more than we discussed. To our embarrassment, we were actually unaware of the Gerbaux et al. paper, completely missed it. This is now added and discussed in the context of a largely rewritten introduction. We also add a few other papers, including some of the work of Oerlemans and colleagues, in a brief review. Most emphasis to date has been on precipitation and temperature sensitivity, but this provides a useful context for consideration of the broader energy balance sensitivity – which in the end, points mostly back to temperature. We took out the word ‘Several’ as recommended as part of this rewrite.

105: I wonder what the net energy flux QN actually represents, the authors need to give a better description. If it is positive, it generates surface melt and is equivalent to what is often called the melt energy in other studies. But can it also be negative? The net energy as presented here seems to represent a residual flux, that should remain close to zero if the surface is not melting. Is this the case and is it set to zero then? Otherwise, it means that important processes in the energy balance are missing. Much later in the manuscript, on lines 471-473, I read that negative values are associated with refreezing. I do not think this can be assumed that simply, refreezing requires a snow/ice model which seems not to be included here.

We have not explained this well enough, and hope that it is now clear in the revised
manuscript. Net energy, QN, can be thought of as a residual, but really it is the energy surplus or deficit that attends the surface energy budget at any one time. If it is a surplus and the surface is at the melting point, then this is the melt energy. If snow/ice temperatures are sub-zero, this warms the system. But QN can also be negative, which drives either cooling or refreezing. The latter two processes are now modelled properly within the subsurface model. We explain this more explicitly in section 2 now.

171: This equation implies that h > 30 for all times, is this indeed the case? It would be neater to include a minimum condition, in case h < 30.

Good point, to be more general we now add this minimum condition as part of Eq. 9, to maintain physically bounded values in the parameterization. We did not record days with mean h below 30%, but they are of course possible in principle.

192-193: More detail is needed about the roughness length scales, as there are different ways to derive their values and treat/calculate them in the model. According to the cited Marshall (2014) paper, constant values were used for all three length scales with a predefined ratio between them (mentioned much later in line 326-327). Their values were obtained by closing the surface energy balance. This should be mentioned here as well. I also wonder whether values differ for snow and ice surfaces?

Revised and added in Section 2.

205: The paper does not mention how the subsurface conductive heat flux is calculated, is a vertical model used to keep track of snow/ice temperatures, densities and water content? Please add a few lines.

Now explained in Section 2 – a 10-m subsurface model is newly added.

212-214: I have the impression that QE is generally positive on mid-latitude glaciers during the melt season, or slightly negative. See for more examples the tables in Ohmura (2001) and Giesen et al. (2009).

This is mixed to our knowledge. Small positive latent heat fluxes have been reported
for sites in the Alps (Greuell and Smeets, 2001; Klok and Oerlemans, 2002). Giesen et al (2009) looked at the surface energy balance over two glaciers (60 & 61 N) in Norway that are more maritime influenced, and had more strongly positive latent heat fluxes (9 and 16 W/m²). However, the results for latent heat flux in Table 2 in Ohmura (2001) indicate negative latent heat fluxes for a number of studies, and this generally reflects more dry, continental climates such as the Rockies. In our study, mean daily QE is negative 77% of the times from May to Sept and 66% of the time for JJA, and weakly negative overall.

231-233: Which percentage of the data needed to be gap-filled? Do you mean that factors are derived for months when data from both AWSs were available?

We have added two sentences to discuss the percentage of missing data, and clarified how we assign the factors. They are based on monthly values for all available joint data over the 11-year period. For most AWS variables, such as temperature, data coverage is 63% annually for the period 2002-2012 (2519 of 4018 days). 90% for the core summer months, JJA (909 of 1012 days), and 86% for MJJAS (1441 of 1683 days). The longwave radiation sensor was installed in July 2003 so there is more missing data. Coverage is as follows: annual - 46% (1835/4016 days); JJA – 76% (773/1023 days); MJJAS – 70% (1184/1683 days).

237-239: Is the mean daily value taken from the same day in other years?

Yes, exactly. So for May 10, for instance, we have 10 values from 2002-2012, but one year is missing at both weather stations; so we use the 10-year mean value from the glacier AWS to gap-fill here.

239-244: I am puzzled why the authors chose to use daily input data with imposed daily cycles instead of running the model at the resolution of the observations. There is a slight gain in efficiency, but at the cost of loosing important information to calculate the surface energy balance fluxes. Especially for the sensitivity of the surface energy balance, it is important to have enough detail. Perhaps the climate model output has
a lower time resolution, but then a daily cycle can be imposed there. In any case, it would be better to provide details about the daily cycle here, where the first questions arise and not at the later point in the paper.

This is valid as well, of course, and we do our reference observationally-driven runs forced by the actual 30-minute AWS data. However, as we discuss now in the manuscript, we moved to daily forcing (with parameterized diurnal cycles for the temperature and shortwave radiation) for two main reasons: a) climate model and reanalysis forcing is typically only available 8x, 4x, or once daily, and we are looking ahead to a surface energy balance model that can be driven in this way, and b) some of our parameterizations and gap-filling strategies are better suited to daily values, such as our parameterization of incoming longwave radiation in Eq. (7). We looked at 30-minute parameterizations of this form, but they do not perform as well. This is a central part of our sensitivity tests, to approximate humidity feedbacks on incoming longwave radiation, so we are pushed towards daily inputs. That said, we do lose efficiency despite this, by running at 10-minute time steps for the subsurface temperature model (which takes QN as an upper boundary condition); so lacking efficiency in any case, this model could certainly be adapted for finer meteorological input forcing, if available.

324-325: Air density is also assumed not to vary with temperature changes. Instead of using 'independent of temperature', which is of course not true, it might be more accurate to use 'can be assumed constant for small temperature changes'.

Good point, revised as suggested.

382-389: With unit forcings, as is done here, the sensitivities to changes in the different variables cannot really be compared. Better compare the effects on the different energy fluxes only per variable and leave the comparison between variables for the standard deviation-based forcings later in the section.

Agreed, this paragraph was to highlight the same point you comment on. Our purpose here was to explain the conditions when the unit forcings are (and are not) likely on the
glacier, in order to explain why we performed the $1\sigma$ of all perturbation in the end.

404: This subsection title is not well chosen, since the sensitivity of all energy balance fluxes to changes in meteorological variables is considered in this section. Net solar radiation is an energy flux itself and it is not the variable that is changed in this subsection. Instead, the effect of changes in top-of-the-atmosphere insolation, atmospheric transmissivity and surface albedo on the energy balance are the subject of this subsection. Please change the title accordingly.

Good point, well caught. We changed the subtitle to “Change in Net Shortwave Radiation”

471-473: As mentioned before, to get a good estimate of the amount of refreezing meltwater and the associated heat release, a vertical snow/ice model is needed. Here, refreezing occurs whenever air (not surface?) temperature is negative, regardless of the amount of available water. If the period before has been cold as well, there will not be any water present. Even if water is present following a melt event, there may not be enough to release the amount of heat following from Eq. (2). I therefore think this is not a good way to compute refreezing and would either neglect it altogether or use a proper subsurface model.

Agreed. A subsurface model has been added, including a (simple) model of meltwater drainage. It does not influence things much in JJA, but does improve our shoulder-season results especially in May where there are cooler temperatures and an effective snow aquifer.

476-478: I do not understand how sensitivity analysis can be done if measured longwave radiation is used. Incoming longwave radiation needs to be adapted for different temperature and humidity. If the authors first show (in a figure) that using Eqs. (6) and (7) gives good correspondence with measured incoming longwave radiation, then they can use these equations with new temperature and/or humidity. This would largely reduce the difference in sensitivities to temperature and humidity changes obtained from
the theoretical approach and the energy balance model. Outgoing longwave radiation should also be allowed to change, unless the surface temperature is always at the melting point. But for negative air temperature anomalies, the surface temperature will often be lower as well.

The longwave fluxes are now allowed to change, based on the humidity anomalies and longwave parameterization (LW in) and the modelled surface temperature (LW out). Also, incoming shortwave is modified based on the clearness index parameterization. We still do some simulations without these feedbacks, to control for the magnitude of different fluxes and feedbacks, but our ‘default’ model allows these to change, in accord with these suggestions.

481-483: Many questions arose here, concerning the implementation of the changes in the energy balance model. Changes in air temperature will affect the fraction of precipitation falling as snow/rain, is this included in the model? Is snow depth tracked in the model to determine changes in the moments of ice (dis)appearance? How is albedo treated if the ice appears earlier than in the observations, is an ice albedo prescribed then?

The revised section 2 on methodology hopefully answers these questions. In short: changes in temperature will affect the rain/snow fraction in summer, but not the winter accumulation – this is assigned based on observed May snow accumulation (winter mass balance) for each year. Snow depth is tracked, along with snow albedo evolution and a shift to ice albedo when the snowpack has been removed.

486-488: The authors should make clear here which part of the year is used in the analysis. They mention that anomalies are applied to the entire year. But nowhere, except in the title of Fig. 2, it is mentioned that the analysis is performed over the months May-Sep.

Hopefully clear now. The simulations are year round, and melt is permitted year-round, but 99% of the melt occurs in the months of May-Sept and ∼80% in JJA. For calculating
and reporting mean energy fluxes and melt, we mostly report JJA, but also note MJJAS in places – explicitly noted in these case.

538-542: The albedo feedback has a smaller effect for negative temperature perturbations. Is this because increases of snowfall events are not included?

This is now discussed. It is due to a ‘saturation’ condition where cooling causes the snowpack to survive the summer melt season, i.e. with no transition to darker ice. Further cooling has less impact. Warming influences cause the snow to melt away sooner and this effect does not ‘saturate’ in the same way.

557-560: How representative is the assumption of a melting surface, this can easily be judged from the measurements. In Table 2, I see that especially in May, outgoing longwave radiation is considerably lower than 315 W m$^{-2}$. Can you give the fraction of the time with a melting surface to the total time?

We have been able to do away with this assumption now, probably the largest improvement in the model. Now the surface is free to drop below 0°C, and this feeds into the calculations of LW out, QH and QE. Because this is interesting, we added a new Fig. 3a that shows the annual cycle of Ts (daily mean values for 11 years). Indeed, surface temperatures drop below 0 degC on most nights through the summer (97% of March nights, and 71% of the time in JJA). Mean monthly values for Ts during the melt season are: May -2.8, June -0.9, July -0.4, Aug -0.6, Sept -1.6. So yes – assuming the surface is always at the melting point is not valid. That said, our results have not changed much with the subsurface/Ts model, perhaps because the melt energy (positive QN) is generally during the day, when Ts=0.

616-621: Why include the shoulder months in the analysis if they are not represented well in the model? Although it would still be better if the processes themselves would be included in the energy balance model.

We think including the shoulder months could give a better representation of the
model’s efficiency for different meteorological conditions. Also, since we are introducing this method to be used for different locations, the importance of these months can vary. Therefore, we report both JJA and MJJAS results. That said, it is more valid to report this now that $T_s$ is being modelled. Our attempt to include the shoulder season in the initial model helped to illuminate the need for this subsurface model. And we would still say that our September results are not as good as we would like, and point to the need for a better model of the ‘end of summer/start of winter’ transition, heralded by the arrival of snow that persists. We discuss this as a place to invest in for future efforts.

694-695: Summer snow events also bring additional mass to the glacier, further reducing the net melt.

Yes, now commented on; it was included but not discussed.

757-758: Please be more specific about which feedbacks are actually included. Only the internally modelled snow-aging is described in lines 529-536, it is still not clear to me to what extent and how the snow/ice transition and snowfall events are included. These are hopefully clear now in the expanded Section 2.

Table 6: In general, I think the manuscript contains a relatively large number of tables and a small number of figures. Especially this table contains too much information to serve a purpose and it also needs to be compared to another table. Please make the comparison easier, by visualizing the monthly energy balance fluxes for the in situ data, the NARR perturbed data (and optionally the NARR raw data) together in a figure.

This Table has been removed, along with this content. Our Figure/Table ratio is higher now, and NARR analyses are mostly just in Figures.

Figure 2: As longwave radiation is (not yet) allowed to change, the effect of net radiation corresponds to the effect of net shortwave radiation alone. Better present it this way and add a line for net longwave radiation, when it is also varied. I would also like to
see a line for the summed effect on QN, which is especially illustrative for the opposite effects found for wind speed changes.

We now have lines for longwave and net radiation, also QN.

Figure 6: Why is albedo shown for JJA instead of MJJAS, as the other variables? I would like to see the net shortwave and net longwave radiation separately instead of net radiation, as these are treated individually throughout the manuscript. I do not think it is necessary to show both net energy and melt, because they are directly related.

This Figure has been removed.

Technical corrections 40: I would not consider the word 'banal' fit for scientific papers, please rephrase. Revised and removed.

55: 'reanalyses' Revised.

60: 'for snow and ice melt factors' Revised.

69: 'crucial to ablation on' Revised.

116: 'solar radiation that is reflected' Revised.

123: _0 is used in Equation (3) instead of 0 Revised.

150: As Kwadacha Glacier is not the subject of this paper, better rewrite as 'At two study sites' Revised.

158: 'ratio of potential direct to measured' (or is measured radiation only direct radiation as well?) The measured radiation in our study is the combined direct and diffused solar radiation.

159: Include a reference here, is it the paper mentioned in the next line? The reference, Ebrahimi and Marshall (2015), has been added now.

186-187: Split into two sentences: ’ and q ... humidity. Measurements... levels, at the surface-air... and at height ... surface.’ Revised.
Reorder: 'We estimate Ts from an inversion of Eq. (5), using’ Revised.

'can be’ Revised.

'meteorological conditions’ This section is rewritten.

Warm summers generally cause’ Revised.

'but the energy balance is sensitive to' Revised.

'of the response to a temperature change' Revised.

Remove the spaces in 100 (1 00)? Revised.

Include the dot on m as in Eq. (2) Revised.

'at the AWS site’ Revised.

Split into two sentences: 'Following Eq. (9),’ Revised.

I wondered what was meant by ‘solar variability’ and found the answer in line 424-425, better move it here. Revised and rewritten.

Is Q0 equivalent to Q0 introduced in Eq. (3)? If yes, use the same notation, if no, clarify the difference. Revised.

'last two lines' Revised.

Mention that results for simultaneous changes in temperature and humidity are not shown here. Revised.

These lines belong in the figure caption, not in the main text. Revised and rewritten.

'Sensitivity to albedo changes over’ n/a as this section is rewritten.

directly’ This section is rewritten.

'The sensitivities computed with/resulting from the surface...’ Revised.
512-514: These may be advantages, but are these effects included in the model used here?

In rewriting we have tried to be more clear on what is and is not included; in general, there are advantages to the model in that it permits most feedbacks to be included, but they can also be ‘turned off’ to isolate and understand different influences.

528: 'induce' Revised.

558: What is the 'summer melt season'? May-Sep or Jul-Aug?

Both are examined, but in revisions we have tried to clarify to which we refer. MJJAS is the melt season, really, but JJA the core melt months.

609-610: The wording should make clear that these energy fluxes are not taken from the NARR reanalysis, but calculated with the energy balance model using NARR meteorological forcing. Further down, 'NARR-based' is used frequently, this is already better.

Revised thoroughly, throughout this section.

661: 'changes in most meteorological variables' Revised.

668: 'Increases' Revised.

669: 'through the sensible and latent heat and incoming' Revised.

692-693: 'fraction of time with surface temperatures at the melting point' Revised.

698: 'as in the simple experiments presented in this paper' Revised.

699: What is meant with 'everything', please be more specific here. Revised. As the previous sentence starts with ‘meteorological variables’ we now revised the second sentence by referring to these variables.

726: 'balance' Revised.
747: 'allows for a’ Revised.

771: Just write ‘Net solar radiation’, as longwave radiation is not allowed to change. n/a now, as we have removed discussion of trends.

Table 1: Write out the definition of ‘summer melt season’ in the caption. Use SI units for air pressure (Pa or hPa)

The months and summer are now clear, and units are changed from mbar to hPa.

Table 2: Caption: ‘Mean monthly surface energy balance components/fluxes and monthly melt totals.’ All details about the location can be left out, this can be read in the text and is also included in the caption of Table 1. Can you use symbol notation for melt as well, being the sum of the melt rate? The caption of Table 2 has been revised.

Table 3: Note that all sensitivities are calculated using the JJA mean values, now this is only stated for $\delta QN$. Furthermore, in the table on line 998, there is no apparent change with regard to the previous line. However, $\delta h$ is not zero here, which should be mentioned. On line 1003, it is not $QS$ (a variable that has not even been introduced) that is varied, but $Q0$. The caption is revised to indicate that the results are for the summer mean, and the descriptions have been clarified wrt the perturbations. Qs changed to Q0, thanks for catching this.

Table 6: ‘NARR-based mean monthly...’ The table’s caption is revised (Table 5 now).

Figure 1: Either note that KG indicates Kwadacha Glacier, which is mentioned once in the paper or remove the dot and zoom in on the map around Haig Glacier. I suggest to do the latter. We will zoom in, as suggested (now Figure 2).

Figure 2: Remove the figure title above the panels and add the melt season period to the caption. Include a legend to indicate the different fluxes and remove from the caption, this makes the figure and caption easier to read. Showing albedo changes as absolute or relative (%) values is not exactly the same, if you like to use the same
scale as for shortwave radiation, then just say 10 x albedo change. Since the x-axis label also only mentions the shortwave perturbation, it may be a better solution to use the upper x-axis to indicate the albedo scale and title. Furthermore, 'SW' is now used for shortwave radiation instead of S, please be consistent with notation throughout the manuscript.

Figure revised as per the suggestion.

Figure 3: Please use the same variables and colours as in Figure 2. Revised, now consistent.

Figure 4: 'Table 5 gives the bias and correlations.' This figure has been removed.

Figure 5: More tick marks are needed on the x-axis, at least for every five years.

This figure has been removed.

Many thanks for this unusually careful and detailed review. Lots of insights and valuable suggestions. Much appreciated.
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